Emhart Glass provides glassmakers with support services to aid in the design, production and quality control of glass containers. Emhart Glass’ Process Customer Support team combines the latest numerical technologies and years of glassmaking measurements and experience to provide practical, representative simulations that glassmakers can use and benefit from.

Emhart Glass uses a proprietary technology involving 3D Finite Element Analysis technologies. Starting from existing mold design and production data, Emhart Glass calculates the mold temperature distribution and provides in-depth analysis for potential improvements.

Mold Cooling Analysis
Emhart Glass makes every effort to provide valid, helpful information to its customers so that our equipment will be best utilized. If you encounter information that is not correct or information which can be misunderstood or not understood, please advise Emhart Glass so that we improve this information.

All the above figures are typical values. For project requirements contact Emhart Glass Technical Service.